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Hydatis is a Tunisian leading provider 

of digital outsourcing, services center 

and technology consulting for world 

wide companies' undergoing digital  

transformation.

Who We Are



“Our FYP Topics for 2023”



KYC

REF : STE-KYC02

A cloud-based, scalable and flexible  

Regtech platform for mandatory 

process of identifying and verifying 

the client's identity when opening an 

account  

Technologies : Java, angular, spring 

boot, Kafka, CQRS

DEVOPS

REF : STE-OPS04

Fully define DevOps pipelines and 

implementation on several projects 

sharing the same software base. Create 

complete pipelines for code integration, 

compilation, testing, delivery and 

continuous deployment with the 

different tools required.

H₂O

REF : STE-H₂O01

Provide detailed, step-by-step 

GreenTech platform  

Technologies : Java, angular, spring 

boot,  Kafka, CQRS

AML

REF : STE-AML03

A cloud-based, scalable and flexible  

AML platform for pattern recognition 

using AI tools 

Technologies : Java, angular, spring 

boot,  Kafka, CQRS

Digital Experience
Less code. More Power. Faster Innovation.



Artificial intelligence (AI) 

REF : STE-OCRKYC05

Identity Verification  

responsible for collecting and 

translating user insights into 

delightful experiences. You will use 

your creativity and eye for design 

along with your technical knowledge 

to develop great experiences

Technology : Python

REF : STE-AML06

AI RISK

AI Anti-Money Laundering uses 

comprehensive machine learning 

techniques to increase the 

accurate detection of suspicious 

activity while significantly reducing 

false positive alerts.

Technology : Python

                      
                     



Digital Marketing 

REF : STE-UIUX07

UX/UI Designer

responsible for collecting and translating user 

insights into delightful experiences. You will use 

your creativity and eye for design along with your 

technical knowledge to develop great 

experiences

REF : STE-CM08

Community Management 

Setting and implementing social media and 

communication campaigns to align with 

marketing strategies. Providing engaging 

text, image and video content for social 

media accounts. Responding to comments 

and customer queries in a timely manner.

                      
                     

REF : STE-CPW09

Copywriter

Develop and write copy for digital content 

that meets business and marketing 

objectives from beginning to end, 

                 
                     



“How to Apply ?”



•Attach an updated CV (frensh or english) 

•Specify the reference of the topic chosen as an object

E mail   : stages@hydatis.com 

If you are interested in more than one topic, you will be able to quote in the body of the mail all those for whom you apply in order of 

decreasing preference.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN JOINING US…

https://www.hydatis.com/fr/
https://www.hydatis.com/fr/
https://www.hydatis.com/fr/


Address

France : 12 Rue Paul Demange, Meudon la forêt.

Tunisie : Centre Urbain Nord, Immeuble Golden Tower

Tel. :
00 216 36 21 64 06

00 33 1 84 19 05 85

Mail
stages@hydatis.com

“Contact us”

www.hydatis.com

https://www.hydatis.com/fr/
http://www.hydatis.com/

